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systematic redesigns 
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objectives 
increase brand credibility 
support category education  
allow users to compare plans and get quotes 
demystify, simplify and humanize the health insurance purchase process  
 
challenges 
distrust of health insurance providers  
range of category proficiency  
desire to see how plans perform in the real world  
 
solution 
an audience-driven website with tools that guide users to approriate plans and allow them to compare how they 
work in the real world.

/ Website redesign 
 

creative direction / concept: bryce nihill, rachel abrams 
art direction: jennifer cullem; bryce nihill 
interaction design: mike Klodginski, rachel abrams 
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+ + + + +

existing Website 
evaluation

secondary research

site intercept survey

Web journals
brand exploration

conference

assurant health i research + discovery

the initial phase of the project involved gathering data and 
insights about the brand, targets and industry climate.  
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assurant health i personas

from the research, we segmented users based on mindset 
and need state, as opposed to demographics or product type.  
 
specifically, we identified two mindsets for the prospective 
assurant health consumer--the safety nets and evaluators. 
each mindset was comprised of two personas. 

job seeKer

at-risK WorKer

safety nets
independent consultant 

proactive pre-retiree

evaluators
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We wanted to create an experience that was equally supportive of  
users who knew the category and their needs and those who required 
guidance.  so we created find a plan, a quick diagnostic that assessed 
user needs and suggested the best coverage type.

assurant health i interaction design: find a plan
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interaction design: test drive

the research was clear: users don’t just want to 
hear about deductibles and copays, they want to 
see how plans work in the real world. test drive, an 
interactive tool, shows how plans perform based 
on predicted medical needs.  
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visual design: explorations

direction 1 direction 2 direction 3
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/ Website Redesign 
 

objectives 
leverage degree's unique technology to differentiate the brand in the category  
help the brand stand for efficacy and achievement 
develop a hub site experience integrating category and product education,  
brand content, campaigns and social media 
 
challenges 
inconsistent brand recognition in the us 
no compelling reason to visit deodorant website   
 
solution / deliverables  
separate men's and women's site sections with a distinct look and feel  
product finder to help users discover the most appropriate product for them  
flexible website framework that integrates product technology education,  
campaigns and social initiatives 

creative direction / concept: sara golding, jeff Weston, rachel abrams 
art direction: sara golding 
interaction design: caryn audenried, rachel abrams
visual design: patrick bradley
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8

the degree work began with a discovery 
phase, which was comprised of a  
competitive audit, target analysis, and user 
journeys. all of this informed both the strategic 
and creative approaches to the site design.

degree i competitive revieW
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to articulate our vision for the degree digital 
ecosystem, we created two user journeys, 
one male, one female, which drew upon 
findings about target demographics, client 
brand needs, and our recommended hub 
site experience.

degree i male user journey
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8

We wanted the hub site to reflect the 
core brand value of efficacy, so we 
designed an experience that gave 
users a choice of how to browse: 
through filters or a product finder. 

degree i interaction design men's landing 

product Wall product detail page

product finder
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degree i visual design, directions 1 + 2 

direction 1
direction 2
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the client selected direction 3 for its 
simplicity and the way it resonated 
with their brand value of achievment. 

degree i visual design, direction 3

direction 3

men's experience Women's experience
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/ support site redesign 

objectives 
reduce customer service call volume  
deflect support-related customer service requests from retail channels 
maximize customer retention 
increase customer satisfaction   
 
challenges 
deep, nested page structure, taxonomy and templatization  
distributed content ownership and back-end development groups  
 
solution  
a support platform that dissolves the traditional boundary between the           
outbound message-oriented corporate website and the dynamic, collaborative 
nature of the social web.   

creative direction / concept: rachel abrams, bryce nihill 
art direction: jennifer cullem, bryce nihill 
interaction design: russell lloyd, rachel abrams 

blogs
community ideas 

Web conferences alerts
forums
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verizon support i sitemap
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verizon support i home page 

visual design

interaction design

We wanted to create a home page that invited users to select 
support for a type of service, view trending topics and questions, 
and access the community.    
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verizon support i internet landing page 

other site functionality included the ability to personalize support content by setting preferences, 
access recently viewed pages, and search for help within a given service section.
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verizon support i  forums 

We sought to showcase real-time community issues by featuring tag clouds, 
popular threads, and highly-rated contributors.  
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/ e-commerce upgrade 

objective 
give users the ability to ship to multiple addresses  
 
challenges 
introducing new functionality while maintaining simplicity of single shipping address experience while 
implications for international shipping 
 
solution / deliverables 
a drag and drop interface that allows users to assign items to different shipping addresses.  
 

concept: rachel abrams, brad alan 
interaction design: rachel abrams 
visual design: mini ham
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We designed an experience for multiple shipping  
addresses that was only deployed if a user needed it, so 
as not to confound the user shipping to a single address. 

niKestore checKout i interaction design
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niKestore checKout i visual design

the user was prompted to drag and drop items to the  
appropriate shipping address/box, thereby avoiding confusing 
drop-down menu assignments. 
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mobile 
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objectives 
extend, deepen and enhance the brand in the digital space 
maintain brand exclusivity while making the product catalogue accessible and attractive to more people 
establish a mobile presence that differentiates tiffany from luxury competitors 
 
challenges 
reduced likelihood of high price point purchase in a mobile environment 
user desire to experience and try on product in person 
 
solution  
simplify the mobile shopping experience while maintaining robustness of product catalogue 
provide relevant retail location information for the on-the-go customer 
integrate sharing and social shopping functionality 
support holiday shopping with a gift finder experience  
leverage both the functional and whimsical attributes of mobile devices 
 

/ m-commerce site design 
 

creative direction / concept: sara golding, rachel abrams 
interaction design: lori hoffman, rachel abrams
art direction: sara golding
visual design: jen leartanasan, sara golding
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tiffany & co. i interaction design

in prioritizing features for the mobile experience, 
we developed a home page that directs the user 
down one of four paths. the deepest and most 
detailed path is shop tiffany & co. 
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tiffany & co. i visual design

the visual language of the mobile site stayed loyal 
to the well-established digital brand guidelines 
of the website and existing apps like the t & co. 
engagement ring finder. 
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We also wanted to support the in-person shopping 
experience, specifically by allowing people to find 
the nearest tiffany & co., learn about events, and 
navigate the layout of bigger stores like new york.   

tiffany & co. i visual design
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lastly, we wanted to capitalize 
on the brand's gift potential 
by creating a quick and simple 
gift finder experience.  

tiffany & co. i gift finder

design

concept
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campaigns 
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/ facebook campaign 

project 
facebook campaign for crm program, right@home  
 
objectives 
raise awareness of scj’s involvement in the fight against breast cancer  
encourage consumer engagement in an scj-sponsored awareness program 
persuade consumers to take action to generate donations from scj 
  
challenges 
proliferation of october pinkwashing by companies and organizations 
requirement to establish an authentic connection between breast cancer awareness and scj  
 
solution  
a facebook application inviting users to turn their profile pictures pink in october in solidarity 
of breast cancer awareness.  

creative direction / concept: ray fallon, Kara benton, rachel abrams 
interaction design: rachel abrams 
art direction/visual design: benjamin cave
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to celebrate breast cancer awareness month and 
honor Winnie marquart johnson, a member of the 
scj family and breast cancer survivor, we pitched 
ways that scj could help turn october pink.

the selected idea was a facebook app that  
invited users to turn their profile pictures pink. for 
each user who did, sc johnson donated a dollar 
to the breast cancer research foundation. in all, 
$100,000 was raised.

right@home i turn october pinK
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to engage the maximum number of users, we designed a simple  
three-step flow that allowed users to customize the pinkness of their 
photos and the position of the ribbon on the image. 

right@home i turn october pinK
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/ campaign 

objectives 
showcase the unique product benefits of glade's new scented oil candles  
invite consumer self-expression and creativity through a design contest 
maximize the social and pass-along aspects of the experience  
 
challenges 
audience with range of design skill and expertise  
no real world incentive, i.e. designs remain digital    
 
solution / deliverables  
a candle holder design contest that invited the community to design, share and rate 
their creations to win prizes. 

creative direction / concept: gunnar Kiene, rachel abrams 
interaction design: lori hoffman, rachel abrams
art direction: gunnar Kiene
visual design: natalie long, gunnar Kiene
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the contest format was pitched as a way to actively and directly 
 engage consumers in guiding the look and feel of the brand.  

glade i design and shine contest 
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interaction design visual design

Gallery Gallery Detail 

Key features of the experience included: 
- designing  on the candle’s 3-d surface
- previewing the candle’s light pattern  
- reviewing, rating and sharing designs

get 3D view

glade i design interface + lightplay previeW
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visual designinteraction  design

glade i gallery + detail vieW
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/ campaign 

objectives 
increase broadband penetration 
showcase the power of broadband  
improve verizon's brand image  
 
challenges 
verizon's perception as an un-cool, un-hip brand 
limited understanding of broadband's application 
 
solution / deliverables  
an online beatbox mixer that invited users to create, 
edit and share unique soundtracks and videos 
by bringing together a group of dispersed artists via a 
high-speed internet connection. 

creative direction / concept: jay zasa, douglas dauzier 
art direction/visual design: seth jablon
interaction design: rachel abrams 
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verizon beatbox mixer i interaction design sKetches

We wanted to design an interface that was straightforward 
enough for anyone to use, but engaging enough to captivate 
a more advanced musical audience.   
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verizon beatbox mixer i visual design

for the final experience, we recorded and videotaped five 
beatboxers whose vocalizations were spliced to create a 
menu of sounds for the user to mix.  
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verizon beatbox mixer i visual design cont.

users were able to customize their experience in infinte ways--through 
stage backgrounds, musical layering, and accenting. they could also 
choose to interact with the mix interface via mouse or keyboard. 

mouse control Keyboard control
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verizon beatbox mixer i visual design cont.

users could save and share mixes and invite others to create 
their own. 
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utility + experience design 
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/ Website pitch 
 

objectives 
increase Kpis 
support the in-person sales experience by educating prospective buyers and creating qualified consumers  
allow users to configure and customize vehicles online 
 
challenges 
differentiating from existing competitive car website configurators  
designing an online experience that balances marketing and utility   
 
solution  
a robust car configurator inviting users to customize the model, color, and features of a subaru vehicle.

creative direction / concept: mark shewmaker, rachel abrams 
interaction design: david Knapp, rachel abrams
art direction: Kris Kiger 
visual design: Kris Kiger, natalie lam, trevor eld
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in addition to the typical attribute choices like model, 
color, interior and exterior features, we attempted to 

evolve the car shopping experience by allowing users 
to choose a background image for the car they were 

building and pick music to play while making selections. 

subaru i interaction design
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We presented three distinct design directions to 
show how the experience could support different 
look and feels.

subaru i visual design
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/ site utility 
 

objectives 
enable long-distance friends and family members to travel from two origination cities and meet at a common destination on a 
convenient, discounted travel package with airfare, hotel and/or rental car 
 
further differentiate travelocity from industry competitors  
 
respond to increasing customer demand for new a product type 
 
challenges 
branding new product in a way that highlights benefits like cost-savings and ease of booking  
maintaining existing site simplicity while adding option of two departure cities, multiple airports, and schedule coordination  
 
solution / deliverables  
a travel engine that supports two departure cities while preserving the benefits of purchasing a last-minute, deeply discounted 
travel package.  
 

creative direction / concept: robert albert, david yong, rachel abrams 
art direction/visual design: Kurt Winkelman 
interaction design: rachel abrams
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site59 meet me in i personas

i-miss-you traveler 
plan a romantic rendezvous with a long-
distance partner, or reconnect with your 
best friend from across-the country. 

let's visit traveler  
Welcome a new baby, celebrate an event, or 
simply visit family for a home-cooked meal. 

experience together traveler 
catch a favorite band with a buddy,  
jet to wine country, or climb a mountain. 

profile profile profile
most common mmi traveler
location less important than spending 
time with travel companion

may be interested in fly & drive 
travel dates may be inflexible

travel dates may be inflexible
potential for incremental travel booking 

driver driver driver
price or dates location location or dates

examples examples examples
mother-daughter / father-son trip 
romantic Weekend 
friend meet-up

siblings visiting parents  
newborn visit 
ill person visit

sporting event / homecoming 
concert 
retreat / Workshop
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site59 meet me in i  process

The Meet Me In process involved  
balancing user research with design ideation.

customer surveys Wireframes / visual design usability testing-
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site59 meet me in i  design

We introduced features like "time together" 
to enable customers to see which itinerary  
afforded the most time with companions. We 
also suggested a package price breakdown to 
make splitting the trip cost quick and easy.  

home page flights confirmation
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site59 meet me in... i  press

site59's revolutionary 'meet me in' tool - 10/18/05 

"...site59.com unveils today meet me in, an ambitious, 
original tool capable of coordinating travel plans for up 
to four people traveling from two cities to a common 
destination in the u.s. or abroad." 

the meet me in technology was awarded a u.s. patent in 2007 for its unique algorithm.

meet me in st. louis, or anywhere else for that  
matter, a Web site says - 10/23/05 
 
"it includes a number of helpful features, like a search 
results page that syncs flight plans to get people at the 
airport at nearly the same time, and a tab that shows 
how much time together the travelers will have for 
each flight-and-hotel package offered."

book together - 10/23/05 

"...now one agency has fixed the online problem: site59.
com has created a patent-pending tool that allows up to 
four people from two different cities to book a package 
together online." 

one travel destination + two departure cities = zero 
problems - 10/19/05
 
"a complex algorithm sifts through over 20,000 possible 
flight combinations to give the six best itineraries ...

although this concept sounds simple (and more impor-
tantly is really easy to navigate), the technology is inno-
vative, highly complex and patent-pending, site59 is the 
first and only company to offer this clever option." 



thanK you


